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after the match has started, select the "replay" button to bring up a map of the game. by default, players will see all of the units on the battlefield, and all of the actions performed in that match. click on a unit to highlight it on the map, and then select a command to perform on that unit. you can use the mouse to move your cursor over the
map, and the cursor will change to a grenade or a tank. click a unit's icon to select it, and then click the "perform action" button to perform the command on the selected unit. or, click the "details" button to see more information about the selected unit, such as its health and the type of damage it has received. you can also select a player in
the lobby, and follow their actions as they command their units. players can see a mini-map in the top-left corner of the screen, which shows all of the units they have selected as well as any other units they have picked up while playing. once a match has finished, click the "replay" button to bring up a map of the game. by default, players
will only see the most recent 10 actions that have been performed on the battlefield. select a player to view their highlight reel, and click the "details" button to see more information about the selected unit, such as its health and the type of damage it has received. players can also select a unit to highlight on the map, which will show all of

the actions performed on that unit, and perform the same actions on the highlighted unit. players can also select a player in the lobby, and follow their actions as they command their units. players can see a mini-map in the top-left corner of the screen, which shows all of the units they have selected as well as any other units they have
picked up while playing.
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if you're looking for a good deal on command & conquer on steam, you should check out the steam summer sale which is on right now. gdi is on sale for $10, nod is on sale for $10, and red alert is on sale for $4. the sale is only good from now until august 9th, so it may be a good time to pick up a game you haven't had the opportunity to
play in a while. the prices might change before then, but the deal is good for now! it's been a while since we've done one of these posts, so i thought it would be a good time to do it again. this week's free to play guide focuses on the four most recent command & conquer games. we'll look at some of the best games in the series, and a

couple of the lesser known ones. we'll also take a look at the free-to-play titles in the series. if you don't know much about command & conquer, check out our free to play guide and learn what to look for in a free-to-play game. if you need help, the command & conquer wiki is a great place to start. remember that this guide isn't exhaustive;
we can only cover a small fraction of the many games in the series. in the second ending, the gdi commander kills the overlord, restoring peace to the planet. the commander and general granger are then forced to have a conversation about the evils of the nod, while the foreman of the scrin reluctantly reveals his true identity. the

commander then has a choice of whether to kill the scrin foreman or not. if the commander does not kill the scrin foreman, he then talks to the scrin foreman, who speaks of the other races of gdi in a negative light. the commander then kills the scrin foreman, and is then confronted by the scrin. the scrin believes the gdi has betrayed the
scrin, and so it is up to the commander to choose whether to become a hero or a villain. if the commander decides to be a hero, the scrin forgives the gdi and the commander is rewarded with the rank of general. 5ec8ef588b
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